How do material properties influence wear and fracture mechanisms?
The wear and fracture mechanisms of ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) hip and knee implant components are of great interest. The material properties of UHMWPE are affected by ionizing radiation as used for sterilization and cross-linking. Cross-linking with high-dose irradiation has been shown to improve the wear resistance of UHMWPE. However, cross-linking leads to a loss in properties such as ductility and resistance to fatigue crack propagation. Highly cross-linked UHMWPE may be more susceptible than conventional UHMWPE to fracture under severe clinical conditions (eg, impingement). Contemporary hip and knee simulator studies provide good information with which new UHMWPE formulations can be screened for clinical wear performance. However, comparable methodologies are lacking for screening UHMWPEs for fracture resistance. Mechanical tests as well as computational material and structural models should be developed to evaluate the combined effect of material and geometry (structure) on fracture resistance under clinically relevant loading conditions.